Vintage and contemporary design in its original version since 1999!

ROUTE : LIGHTING, MY LOVE !
For 22 years that they have existed, Les Puces du Design
has provided a rare opportunity to see, and if desired,
acquire outstanding pieces in the history of design;
worthy of the most beautiful museums in the world.
From December 2 to 5, through a sensitive and subjective
journey of lightings offered by the participants of this 41st
edition of the Puces du Design, it is a true declaration of love
that is made to these magical and poetic pieces that are the
lights !
Whether vintage or contemporary, here are a few in preview :

Floor lamp model “Perfo-lux” by Mathieu MATEGOT (1910-2001) - Circa 1953
This ﬂoor lamp presented by the Fabien Pigio Gallery, is one of the best known and most emblematic of Mathieu
Matégot. It has a tubular base in black lacquered metal surmounted by a gilded brass bulb cover and an
articulated rounded circular reﬂector in red lacquered metal: silversmith ﬁnishes and a recognizable silhouette
among all ...

Popy lamp - Mlle JO - 2021
This contemporary lamp combines a small curvaceous arched foot, an
elegant ash wood disc hand-turned by a craftsman in Belgium and a small
luminous opaline globe proudly enthroned over the set.
Both lamp and tray, Popy is the latest addition to the poetic brand Mlle Jo,
created by Joan Bebronne.

Suspension from the Symfoni series by Preben
Dahl for Hans Følsgaard Belysing in the 1960s
This rare pendant lamp proposed by the Dutch gallery Van Ons is
distinguished by a very geometric composition of steel plates which
overlap and by a very subtle and reﬁned use of color.

Ceiling lamp by Toni Cordero - Circa 1990s
This ceiling lamp presented by Ludovic Lemaître comes from the MilanoTorino series produced in very small numbers by Artémide. It combines a
chromed metal structure which is surrounded by small multicolored Murano
glass plates which reﬂect the light and give all its poetry to this luminaire.

POOPA STOPPERS by Pascal Bouillault - 2021
TInspired by ﬁshing ﬂoats, the POOPA STOPPERS designed by Pascal Bouillault constitute a large collection of
lightings with a playful design.
Made in France thanks to the skills of local artisans, POOPA BOUCHONS are high quality products. Combining
selected materials and meticulous ﬁnishes, they are available in a large selection, often renewed, of colored
harmonies, some in very small series; and others that can be personalized on demand.

Rare Lotus lamp - Carlo Nason
Mazzega model LT 305 ca 1960/69
This magniﬁcent table lamp is in Murano glass. Its
creator, Carlo Nason grew up in a family of master
glassmakers and was himself trained in this art.
Attracted by the Modernist aesthetic, he moved away
from the family business and worked with the Mazzega
ﬁrm from 1965 until the 1980s. This Lotus lamp testiﬁes
to the richness of this collaboration.
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